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Commi%ed to advoca-ng for the Roberts community's needs and requests for a safe, func-onal 

and aesthe-c result from MDT's Hwy 212 re-construc-on improvements.  

Roberts Hwy 212 Improvement 
and Safety Commi9ee  

Minutes for mee<ng #9 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 at 5:30 PM  

Roberts School 

• There were 8 people (total) in aDendance= 8 of 9 commiDee members: Michael Gebhardt 
(Chair), Frank Jarvenpaa, Steve Keebler, Sanford Langager, Chris White, Alex Ator, Dale Marie 
Muller and MarCo LaRowe 

1.  Mike received an email from Glenn Oppel and was told that Glenn is planning a conference 
call asap with MDT officials in reference to our recent leDer.   

2.  Sanford was informed by Al, contractor, that the east ditches are planned to be filled in this 
spring. We are sZll awaiZng the official response from Glenn and the details on their design. 

3.  Brochures are currently being distributed with the surveys. All members have some and the 
online survey is now live. Filled out surveys should be passed on to Chris. He will hold on to 
them in case we need them at a later date. 

4.  Online presence opZons were discussed. Facebook was rejected and not thought to be our 
best opZon. We decided on pursuing a simple and affordable website design. Dale will explore 
our opZons and create one. We then can reach out to other local groups and ask to share it on 
their social pla_orms.   

5. The Ystop design flaws were discussed again. Sanford plans to conZnue pursuing a reasonable 
soluZon.  

6. We confirmed that we are fully prepared for our upcoming meeZng with the commissioners 
in Red Lodge. We will have all of the needed literature about the speed reducZon and center 
lane validity. Members that plan to aDend are Mike, Frank, Sanford, Chris, Alex and Dale.   
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• Target the next community meeZng for the end of February. We will plan on having a 
powerpoint presentaZon. We are sZll waiZng for mulZple responses from MDT so we can have 
as much informaZon to share as possible. 

• MeeZng adjourned at 7:00 pm 
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